
Introducing New Products

Zuwa has responded to clients’ needs by introducing smaller and larger systems. Zuwa energy has now
introduced Kwacha 3, which comes with 3 bulbs, battery and you can charge your phones on it. Zuwa has
also introduced a solar fridge and a Zuwa smart home system that can power and charge devices such as
laptops, camera Tvs etc.
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The Highlights

Zuwa is on a mission to end energy poverty in Malawi. Zuwa’s focus is
on distributing household solar energy systems that achieve the most
cost-effective and sustainable solution to meet each household’s
energy needs.
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INTRODUCING THE TEA TIME EXERCISE

Team building, and engagement brings the best out of Zuwa employees and creates an atmosphere that unlocks their
creative side. In January, Zuwa introduced Tea Time as part of the team building exercise which will be happening in
the first Thursday of every month. The January tea time started with a bang and the team had a great time
interacting.

“Everyone
has the fire,

but the
champions

know when to
ignite the

spark”
AMIT RAY

Solar Champion Of The Month

Meet Zuwa’s best seller in the month of the January, Mr July Chitsulo. Zuwa
is continually impressed by the results he produces and not just in the
month of January. Mr July plays a crucial role in Zuwa’s team and the
company's success. He has exceeded the company’s expectations at every
step. Congratulations to him by being the Solar Champion of the month.
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Introducing The Zuwa Social Football
Team

All work, no play makes Jack a dull boy. All champions have
fun too. Zuwa socials football team wore their boots on the
1st  of January, 2022 and so far 6 games have been played in
which 4 were won and 2 were lost. But as Mia Hamm said
“Champions are not the ones that win, but the ones that have
the most guts”. Our newly established solar football team will
help in raising awareness of the solar champions in town.

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH

Highlights on the Zuwa values

We encourages our people to convert problems or
queries into ideas. We believe that new ideas are born
through obstacles that our customers face.
We encourages innovativeness and creativity amongst
ourselves by supporting and piloting new ideas,
products and services in line with their business.
We will endeavor to be adaptive and flexible at all
times when circumstances requires us to be.

Innovation & Creativity

What does Innovation and creativity mean to our employees?

"Innovation and creation means

coming up with new ideas that will

help simplify or improve our day to

day activities at Zuwa".- Gift Kalingo

 
Do you have an innovative idea that you would like Zuwa to
pursue? Feel free to book an appointment with the MD to
discuss or email him directly  at
innovation@zuwaenergymw.com

Congratulations to Chris Gunde for being chosen as EOTM for January. Chris was
nominated by 40% of the staff. In January, Chris demonstrated keen understanding of
his role and he took the definition of ‘team player’ to a whole new level. According to
the nominations, it is clear that Chris has been a helping hand in many areas in the
month of January.
 
For example, one staff member reported ‘there was a time I was so much occupied
with work and he noticed how busy I was. He asked me if he could help with the other
tasks so that I should help customers in time, by the end of the day we fulfilled the
needs of customers in quick fashion so much so that the one customer told me that
Chris has good customer care skills’.

Chris has been someone that everyone can truly depend on without doubting that a
task will be completed. One staff said ‘Chris is so dedicated to his work, he is
consistently dependable not only to the managers but even to his fellow junior
employees and throughout January, he always was punctual in reporting to work’.
 
Another reason why Chris stood out in January is his authenticity and genuine
concern for others. One of the staff members said that, ‘nature of my job requires me
to work even during odd hours and weekends and when he (Chris) sees am slow (i.e.
am not responding to people in time on Zuwa group) he always call me and notifies
me or he even ask if he can proceed with the tasks on my behalf. If we can have more
people like Chris, Zuwa would be a better place.’
For being EOTM – January 2022, Chris will receive a shopping voucher and other
goodies from the Chief Solar Champion.


